“We are proud to offer what is simply the ultimate surface available
today. Smartstone’s innovative range of engineered quartz surfaces
presents the only affordable way to enjoy the prestige of stone and
marble looks – with the practical benefits of quartz’s superior durability.
So, whether you are looking for a new kitchen bench, splashback,
bathroom walls or vanity top, for a residential or commercial
application, I can promise you that no other surface material can match
Smartstone. There really is no smarter choice.”
Kon Kalpou, Executive Chairman, Smartstone

The four stunning Smartstone Collections – Santorini, Toledo, Paris
and Milan – comprise an exclusive palette of 24 of the purest and most
beautiful colours and patterns available. This directional range has
been meticulously sourced from leading manufacturers internationally,
so the perfection of colour and absolute consistency of Smartstone
surfaces can’t be found elsewhere. There is a Smartstone colour to suit
every style of architecture and personal taste, as well as a choice to
suit every budget. So, thanks to Smartstone, enjoying luxurious stone
and marble-look surfaces no longer comes with a prestige price tag.

style with substance
the beauty of natural stone but
offers functionality and durability
that can’t be matched by any other
surface. How? Because Smartstone
uses cutting edge technology to
create a surface that is composed
of up to 95% quartz, the fourth
hardest natural mineral after
diamond, sapphire and topaz.
The result is a surface that is
highly resistant to impact, heat,
scratching, chipping or cracking,
and also resistant to acids, oils and
liquids – even red wine and coffee.
How smart is that?
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Smartstone not only replicates

santorini collection:

A dazzlingly beautiful and versatile range of pure, perfect whites.
In no other destination in the world will you see white as bright
as on the Greek island of Santorini with its idyllic whitewashed
houses. And in no other surface range will you find equally sublime
whites than in Smartstone’s Santorini Collection.

versatile white
The beauty of white surfaces is
that they are perfect for so many
interior styles: ultra-modern
decor, lavish Mediterranean-style
homes, and relaxed beach houses.
White will also refresh older style
homes, from Victorian terraces to
1950s apartments, and using white
in interiors also makes small spaces
appear larger. As well as residential
use, the clean perfection of white
surfaces also makes them ideal for
numerous commercial applications,
such as in restaurant kitchens.
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spaces, minimal Scandinavian

santorini collection

Absolute Blanc 012930

Vanilla 009567

Astral 014313

Nieve White 014269

Carrara 014250

Santorini 014319

toledo collection:

Classic creams to warm beige evoke timeless elegance and charm.
With its ancient castle, stone walls and cobbled streets, the
Spanish citadel of Toledo is an enchanting place. Its earthy-creamy
palette was the inspiration behind the Smartstone Toledo
Collection, the most beautiful range of neutral surfaces available.

crème de la crème
Neutrals such as cream and beige
are classic shades that always look
stylish and refined, and give a
space a calming and inviting feel.
kinds of homes and interior design
styles and can be teamed with
many other materials, from wood
to stainless steel. Creamy colours
and warm beiges can be taken in so
many directions in style and colour
play, and they also have the added
benefit of flattering skin tones and
surrounding furnishings.
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A neutral surface is ideal for all

toledo collection

Gelsomino 008096

Crema 014279

Arcadia 012501

Botticino 014247

Blanco Piedra 014538

Almendra 014312

paris collection:

Rich green and brown define a resilient yet romantic character.
This Smartstone Collection aptly takes its inspiration from a city
renowned for its sophistication and style. Its colours evoke facets
of Parisian life, from stylish street scenes to elegant parks, and from
café colours to the decor in grand French family homes.

living colour
Gorgeous green and brown
surfaces bring a wonderful depth
and richness to both residential
and commercial spaces. They adapt
beautifully to vastly different
this superb palette when you wish
to create a sleek, luxurious look;
browns and khaki greens can also
assume an earthy, rustic character
and look perfectly at home in places
among nature, from a kitchen
in a country home to a bathroom in
a leafy bush hideaway.
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styles of interiors: use colours from

paris collection

Ceniza 014271

Milo 014537

Nombre 014318

Naxos 014317

Theron 014320

Triton 014311

milan collection:

A dark, sophisticated palette of sleek black and chic grey.
Famously on the cutting edge of design and fashion, the Italian city
of Milan lends its name to this stunning, directional Smartstone
Collection. Like Milan itself, the collection is bold and modern,
offering surfaces in shades that exude Euro-chic designer style.

darkly desirable
Surfaces in dark tones add a sleek,
chic and sophisticated look to a
space. Black and dark greys pair
with every colour beautifully, and
decorating a space with dark walls
or counter tops, add a punch of
colour in an unexpected place to
bring in whimsy and visual interest.
If you love dark colours but ultramodern is not your style, team dark
surfaces with pastel colours, which
will create a contemporary style
with a softer edge.
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shine on their own perfectly. When

milan collection

Athena 014543

Gris Roca 014535

Delphi 014544

Pierre Bleu 014249

Marengo 014316

Nero Galassia 014542

the fine details
Smartstone’s Polished Finish is a
beautifully enhance your choice of
colour and pattern.

pencil round 40mm

mitred apron 20mm

Further tailor Smartstone to
perfectly suit the style of your
interior space with your choice of
pencil round 20mm

edge profile. Smartstone can be
fabricated with any edge profile
including these popular styles:

bullnose 40mm

lamb’s tongue 20mm

half bullnose 40mm
bevel edge 20mm
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classic, smooth high polish that will

five smart care tips
Smartstone is designed to be as low maintenance as it is highly
practical. It is easily cleaned with warm, soapy water and a soft cloth
– that, and a little common sense, is all it requires! Your Smartstone

1. A
 void external applications

4. A
 void exposure to products

where Smartstone is directly

with high pH levels such as

exposed to the elements.

oven cleaner, as well as bleach,

2. A
 lthough Smartstone is heat

paint strippers or nail polish

resistant, placing hot items

remover. Rinse immediately

directly onto your Smartstone

with clean water to neutralise

create low moisture absorption providing maximum resistance to

surface is not recommended;

the effect, and then follow the

staining. Tested by the CSIRO, SmartStone is resistant to staining from

excessive localized heat may

usual cleaning procedure. Do

red wine, coffee, tea, fruit juices and liquid food colouring.

damage Smartstone due to

not scrub forcefully which may

thermal shock. Always place hot

result in loss of shine. Regular

items on a heat pad or cutting

cleaning with Smartstone Crème

surface will never require waxing or sealing as the quartz composites

board.
3. A
 void exposure to high impact,
particularly on the edges.

Cleanser is recommended.
5. Take care not to place excessive
weight on your bench top, such
as tradespeople standing on it
when painting or carrying out
electrical work.

in good company
Smartstone was established in
2003 and relaunched in 2011.
Smartstone is a subsidiary of HVG
(Halifax Vogel Group), a privately
distributes a range of internal
and external decorative finishing
products and media materials,
including Creastyle Laminates
and market-leading Alucobond
aluminium composite material.
Smartstone has an extensive
national distribution network and
is available from kitchen retailers,
cabinet makers, designers, architects,
builders and stone masons.
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owned Australian company that

smartstone key features:
Warranty		

15-year limited warranty

Slab size		

3050 x 1400-1500mm

Thickness		

20mm

Food safety		

NSF

Stain resistance

High

Scratch resistance

High

Hardness rating

6-7 on Mohs Scale

Sealing		

Not required

This brochure contains some images which are intended for design inspiration only and actual product is not shown.
Smartstone is a natural quartz product and therefore some variations in colour and pattern may occur. It is recommended
that colour selection is made from physical samples.

For further information, please contact Smartstone
customer service t 1300 888 607 e info@smartstone.com.au
or visit the website www.smartstone.com.au
Smartstone is a subsidiary of HVG (Halifax Vogel Group).

